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Hybrid Electric-Petroleum Vehicles
Today’s motor vehicles have come a long
way in design and technology from development of the self-propelled vehicles of the
late 1800’s. The concept of a self-powered
vehicle goes way back to Leonardo Da
Vinci’s (1452-1519) sketch of a spring
powered cart. In 1769-70 the first recorded
self-propelled vehicle was a steam powered
three wheeled wagon designed by Capt.
Cugnot of the French army. With its boiler
out over the front, and two pistons over the
single front wheel. The pistons used a
ratchet gear action to turn the forward
wheel to propel the vehicle to the speed on
two and a half miles per hour, despite the
fact that it had to stop every few feet to
steam up. The wagon had no brakes and on
its maiden run came to a stop after going
thru a stone wall. In the nineteenth century
and until about 1840, a large number of
steam carriages and stage coaches were
designed and built in England.
The first electric car of the world was created in 1888 by Flocken Elektrowagen in
Germany. Electric cars were popular in the
late 19th century and early 20th century.
The issue with electric cars was the limited
distance that they could travel before battery recharging or replacement was required. Most electric cars had a range between 25 to 40 miles, dependent on the
combined amperage of their batteries.
The internal combustion engine was the
outcome of many developments over many
centuries. In the third century the romans
built a stone sawmill that converted water
power to linear reciprocating motion by
using a connecting rod between a rotating
crank pin and carriage to operate a saw that
cut stone blocks. In the 17th century Christiaan Huygens used a cylinder with gunpowder to drive water pumps, that supply
3000 cubic meters of water/day for the Versailles palace gardens, essentially creating
the first idea of a rudimentary internal combustion piston engine. In 1807 Nicéphore
Niépce installed his 'moss, coal-dust and

The first four wheel drive vehicle, an electric-hybrid by Lohner-Porsche, 1900
(Public Domain Photo)
resin' fueled Pyréolophore internal combustion engine in a boat and powered up
the river Saône in France. A patent was
subsequently granted by Emperor Napoleon Bonaparte on 20 July 1807. There were
many more development leading up to
1860 when Belgian, Jean Joseph Etienne
Lenoir (1822–1900) produced a gas-fired
internal combustion engine similar in appearance to a horizontal double-acting
steam engine, with cylinders, pistons, connecting rods, and flywheel in which the
gas essentially took the place of the steam.
This was the first internal combustion
engine to be produced in numbers.
When the term hybrid vehicle is used, it
most often refers to a Hybrid electric vehicle. A petroleum-electric hybrid most
commonly uses internal combustion engines (generally gasoline or Diesel engines) and electric batteries to power the
vehicle. Henri Pieper in 1899 developed
the first petro-electric hybrid automobile

in the world. Pieper introduced his vehicle
with an electric motor/generator, batteries,
and a small gasoline engine. It used the
electric motor to charge its batteries at
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cruise speed and used both motors to accelerate or climb a hill.
In 1898, Ferdinand Porsche working in the
Jakob Lohner & Co. which produced
coaches. Jakob Lohner had begun construction of automobiles in 1896
Their first design, unveiled in 1898, was
the "System Lohner-Porsche", a carriagelike car driven by two electric motors, directly fitted within the front wheel hubs
and powered by batteries. This drive train
construction was easily expanded to fourwheel drive, by simply mounting two more
electric motors to the rear wheels, and indeed a four-motor example was ordered by
the Englishman E. W. Hart in 1900. In
December that year, the car was displayed
at the Paris World Exhibition under the
name Toujours-Contente. Even though this
one-off vehicle had been commissioned
for the purposes of racing and recordbreaking, the 1,800 kg (4,000 lb.) of lead
acid batteries it required was a severe
shortcoming . Though it "showed wonderful speed when it was allowed to sprint",
the weight of the batteries meant that it
was singularly reluctant to climb hills: it
also suffered from limited range due to
limited battery life.
Still employed by Lohner, Porsche reached
the logical conclusion and in 1901 introduced the "Mixte": instead of a massive
battery-pack, an internal combustion engine built by the German firm Daimler
drove a generator which in turn drove the
electric hub motors. For reliability a small
battery pack was fitted. Porsche had created the first petroleum electric hybrid vehicle on record, although since sufficiently
reliable gears and couplings were not
available at the time, he chose to make it a
series-hybrid, an arrangement now more
common in diesel-electrc or turbo-electric
railway locomotives than in automobiles.
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Estate Gifts to the
Automotive Research
Library
By naming the Automotive Research
Library of the Horseless Carriage Foundation, Inc. in your will or living trust, you can
help future generations have access to our
automotive history. Leaving a gift in your
will allows you to retain full use of your assets during your lifetime, while making a
significant contribution to the preservation
of documents and research capability in the
future.
Many of our friends set aside a certain percentage or dollar amount of their estate to
go to the Automotive Research Library of
the HCFI after they have provided for their
family. Others leave life insurance, IRA’s or
other assets. We would be happy to discuss
how an estate gift (also called planned gift)
may benefit you and the Automotive Research Library of the HCFI.
Contact
the
Automotive
Research
Library of the HCFI for additional information or assistance at 619-464-0301.
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Chronicles of the Automotive Industry in America, For 1943
Production this Year: 139 passenger cars,
669,689 trucks and buses. Wholesale value of
replacement parts and accessories production
this year: $527,710,048—a 12% increase over
1942.
January — O.P.A. (Office of Price Administration) banned non-essential driving in 17
eastern states.
Chrysler tank production was reported seven
months ahead of schedule.
February — Detroit Ordnance District revealed delivery of a billion dollars’ worth of
material since Pearl Harbor.
March — O.P.A. disclosed tht 25,000,000
gasoline rations books had been issued.
April — Walter C. Marmon died.
May — Edsel Bryant Ford died.
Ford attained full production of aircraft turbosuperchargers.
June — Production for war in 1,000 automobile plants had doubled in 12 mounths; employment total: 1,250,000.
Ford Motor Company marked ist 40th anniversary.
Henry Kaiser announced plans to manufacture automobiles after the war.
July — Genera Motors reported 19,000 subcontractors were at work on its war contracts.
William B. Stout developed “flying automobile” for post war production.
August — Dodge truck plant produced six-
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wheel drive cargo and troop carriers for the Army,
supplementing four-wheel-drive weapon carriers
and command reconnaissance cars.
Chrysler produced “Sea Mule” tougs for the
Navy.
Packard manufactured supercharged Rolls
Royce aircraft engines.
September — Joseph W. Frazer resigned as
president of Willys-Overland.
November — Employment in U.S. plants formerly manufacturing motor vehicles and bodies
reached it war time peak and began to taper off
due to demands for manpower in armed services;
output of such plants was now double the rate of
best peacetime year.
December — Ward M. Canaday became president of Willys-Overland.
Buick reported 30 different war items in production in its plants.
General Motors disclosed that, since Pearl Harbor, its plants had produced war materials worth
$5-billion.
Automotive Council for War Production reported that 1,038 automotive plants were now voluntarily cooperating in the industry-wide efforts to
maintain maximum production, and that value of
products thus made had now reached a total of $13
-Billion.
From: A Chronicle OF THE Automotive Industry IN AMERICA, Published 1949.

